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Abstract 

A comporbon of walking against vertical (gra~ient) and 

horizontal (trailing weight) forces was made during steady-rate. 

exercise at "O", 250, 500 and 750 k@Tlimin with speeds of 3.0,4.5 

and 6. 0 km/hr'. In all cases exponential relationships between 

caloric. cost and increasing work rate and· speed were observed. 

'l'hese exponent:ial relationships indicated that muscular efficiency 

during walkjrlf~ i 0 inversely related to speed and work rate. "Work" 

(level, unloack:d vm.ll<ing as the baseline correction)_, "d~lta" 

(measured worJ-:: rate as the baseline correction) 

and "instantancou~" (dc~rived from the equation describinf.j the caloric 

cost of work) ci'fic:ienc1es were computed. All definitions, work 

(range of 21.0% to 43.9%), delta (19.6% to 43.9%) and instantaneous 

(18. 3% to 41L 1%) ~ yielded decreasing efficiencies wlth increasing 

work rates. At work rates above 250 k@Tlimin the curves describing 

the relation;;hi p between calorj c cost and work rate were parallel for 

vertical and hcw1zontal forces, indicating equivalent efficiencies in 

this range. Only the delta and instantaneous definitions accurately 

described tl1csc relationships for vertical and horizontal work. Of 

these two, the delta efficiency estimation was judged to be 

superior as it is based directly on the raw data. The work 

efficiency d!~f:inition was found inadequate when the relationship 

between calor·:Lc cost and work rate is non-linear~ Determinations 



of combined work loads (gradient plus trailing weights) were 

made and the energy costs· of both types of work found to be 

additive. 

ii 

Key Words: exertion, exercise, efficiency, energetics, work, indirect 

calorimetry, steady-rate, steady-state, walking. 
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Introduction 

A variety of methods have been developed to quantify the work 

accomplished in walking and·running. Several of these methods have 

estimated the forces involved by means of cinenBtOf9~aphy (5,6,13), 

force plates (6,7), accelerometers (5,6), and sensor transducers 
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(17,21Y. Othep. approaches have involved the imposition of added work 
I , • . 

by, means of .. gradient walking ( 2, 3,12, 20, 22,25) ; wj ncl resistance ( 22) 

and trailing weights (17,30). All of these methods have been employed 

todetermine the effects of work rate.on energy cxpend:iture and 

efflciency of bipedal locomotion iD rran. It has gc~1iempy been assumed 

that these methods provide comparable·resu:L~s in thei:r determinations 

of energy expenditure and efflciency. ·However, the one study (22) 

that J'1aS COmpru•ed tWO methods Of applying work SU[:JT,ests that there 

are differences in energy cost and efficiency th::J.t may be the. 

· result· of the manner in which forces are dtstribut<'d over· the body. 

The effects.of speed and work rate on the energy expenditure 

in walking have been the subjects of a number of investjgations which, 

in many cases, have found the relatj,onships between caloric, output 

and work rate or speed to be exponential in nature. Yet~ few researchers 

have considered what effects these two factors of work rate and 

speed might have on the eff1ciency of walklne;. 1\.s effictency represents 

the ratio of work accomplished to energy expended, the exponential 
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nature of the_energy expenditure curve would st~est a decreasing 

efficiency with increasing work rate or speed. 

In a previous study 1Gaesser and Brooks (14) demonstrated 

that the baseline correction factor in efficiency calculations' for 

energy expenditure is critical in providing an accurate description 

of efficiency and its relationship to work rate. 
1 . 

"Net" and 
"gross" efficic;1CY calculations proved inadequate in this respect, 

yielding results that were artifacts of the computation. They, 

therefore, defj:ned "delta" efficiency as the ratio of change in 

external work· rate to associated change in energy expediture. ·. For 

cycling, in which the relationship between energy expenditure and 

work rate is essentially linear, the "work'' and delta efficiency 
Jl 

. ' calculations provided similar results. It was suggested, however, 

that given a clearly non-linear relationship between energy expenditure 

and work rate, as is sometimes found in walking, the work 

definition wouldresult in erroneous estimates of efficiency while 

the delta calculations would provide more valid results. 

The purposes of this present study were to: l) compare the 

energy expenditures and efficiencies of walking against vertical 

and horizontal forces, 2) determine if these two types of work 

(vertical and horizontal) are additive with respect to their.energy 
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costs, 3) describe the effects of speed.and work rate upon the 

energy expenditure and efficiency of walking, and 4) evaluate the 

3 

adequacies of various baseline corrections in describing rel~tionships 

between caloric ex~nditure, work rate and speed of movement. 

Methods 

Subjects for this study were nine well conditioned males 

between the ages of 21 and 30 years. Treatment of subjects was 

consistent with the principles of the Declaration of Helsiriki, 

and written informed consent was obtained. Each subject wa9 

exercised on a Quinton Treadmill (Model 18-60) for a total of 8 

times under three different conditions: 1) walking on a level treadmill 

against a horizontal impeding force, 2) walking up various gradients 

on tne treadmill, and 3) walking on the treadmill at a set gradient 

against a horizontal impeding force .. Under the first condition subjects 

performed one trial at each of: three speeds (3.0,4.5, and .6.0 km/hr) on 

separate days. The horizontal impeding force was applied by attaching 

a weight to a cord which was connected to an 8 inchwide canvas belt 

around the subject's waist and suspended over a pulley supported 

on a heavy metal . frame to the rear of the treadmill, ,(see Lloyd and 

Zacks , 17). The height of' the pulley was adjusted before and during 
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each run to iilsure that the cord was parallel to the walking surface. 

During each trial the weights were progressively increased to· 

achieve added work rates of "O'', 25-J, 500 and 750 kgfn/min. To 
. 

achieve a "steady-rate" of vo2, the exercise bouts were 5,6, 7 and 8 

minutes for work rates of 0, 250, 500 and 750 k(!Jil/rrtin., respectively 

(27). Rest intervals between work bouts were equal in duration to 

the previous v:.:\ck bout.. The experimental desi[-1]1 for the second 

condition was identical to that of the first wHh the exception that 

.the work 'rates were altered by adjusting the treadmill gradient. 

Subjects were ::Jeighed before each trial to insure accurate calculation 

of the work rate. Under this second condition work rate was equal 

to the product of the subject's body we~ght, treadmill speed and 

percent gradient. For the third condition subjects performed one 

trial at each of two gradients ( 3% and 6%) at a speed of 4. 5 lan/hr. 

During each of these trials "added" work rates of 0,250, 500 and 750 

kg;n/rnin. were induced by means of the horizontal impeding force 

descr1bed in condition one. Again, the level of the pulley. was 

adjusted so that· the cord was parallel to the walkinr; surface.. 'l'he 

duration of the exercise bouts were 6, 7, 8 ·and 9 minutes for added 

work rates of O, 250, 500 and 750 kr;n/min., respectively. Rest 

intervals between work bouts were equal to the duration of the 

previous work bout. In a.ll cases subjects were allowed at least 48 

hours between trlals. Subjects were required to have eaten their 
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last meal at least 2 ho~s before a trial ·began. 

Subjects inspired room a:ir through aDaniel's low resistance 

valve. r~xpired air samples were collected in a 120 liter Tis sot 

spirometer during the last one to two minutes of each exercise bout. 

Gt1s analyses were performed by pumping expired air from the 'l'issot 

over color indicator Caso4 and throue-)1 Beckman E2 02 and rn-:.1 CO~? 

anal,yzers. 'l11e analyzers were calibrated before, during and after 

ench cxperimC'nt wJth samples from tanks of known gases ( {~stablished 
,· 

by Schollander and ,Ilaldane analyses). 
: . . . 

sv~ady-rate vo2 and vco2 were calculated (8; ll,p.300-309)' 

and the res!Jh'atory exchange ratio (R) was used to estimate caloric 

output (11, p.628). The data obtained on each sub,ject were used to 

calculate eft'.Lciency using both vJork and delta definitions as 

prc~;cnted previously1 ( 1.4). 

'l'he work efficiency definitlon has been widely· used in walking 

stttdies as unloaded walking conveniently serves as zero work rate 

f'rom which one can make the baseline correction for energy expenditure. 

While the delta efficiency calculation has only recently been developed, 

it has been shown that the delta efficiency calculation best describes 

ch;mges in efficiency when there exists a non-linear relationship 

between work rate wd energy exJx:nditure (14). The p'oss and net 

efficiency d,~flnitions, which have traditionallY. cn.joycd wJdc use ln 
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cycling studies, and tne recently described theroretical-

thermodynamic approach (28) of calculating efficiency were not 

considered for reasons discussed prE: viously ( 14 ) . 
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Instantaneous efficiency was determined from analysis ·of 

the curve .describing the relationship between caloric expenditure 

and work rate. This type of calculation has been previously 

employed in sturiies where the relationship between energy expenditure 

and work rate was linear (17, 28) ~. In those cases ef'ficlency was 

calculated as the inverse of the slope and yielded values comparable 

to work or delt:1 eff1cicncies. In instanc(:s where a plot of energy 

expcnditur·e (y) against work rate (x) is exponential in nature and 

ls described by the equation y=aebx, efficiency can be calculated as 

the recipricol of the first derivative of that equation describing 

bx -1 the curve (Ef =(abe ) ). This method provides an instantaneous 
I 

efficiency value at any given work rate. Equations describing the 

relationships between caloric expenditure and work rate were obtained 

by least squares best fit analyses. 

For energy expenditure and efficiency data, repeated measures 

analyses of var:i.ance(REANOVA) were conducted to determine if 

significant differences existed between any of the factors being 

considered (speed, work rate, efficiency def:i.nition, . type of force 

imposed). Where appropriate Duncan's multiple range tests were · 
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applied to further determine where differences existed. Individual 

F tests were c~~ied out separately for both the work and delta 

efficiency calculations. 
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Figures 2A -
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Results 

Figure 1 presents the relationships of energy expenditure to 

work rate for both gradient and loaded horizontal walkin£!:. 'I'his figure 

demonstrates that in all cases the caloric costs rise exponentially. 

as work rate increases. At any given speed the curves for· verti.cal 

and horizontal work are essentially parallel between work rates of · 

250 and 750 k@l1imin. The results of HEANOVA indlcat.e that the 

divergence in caloric cost at the 0 to 250 k@l1imin. lncrcment, l<·'ads 

to the absolute energy expenditw·e at i-:1. given work rate il•':in[r, 

slightly, but s1e;nificantly (p <. 05) higher for horizontal work. 

It can also be seen in Figure 1 that at a set work ra~e the eneq;y 

expenditure increases exponentlally as the speed increa:,;cs. 

Data on the work (W) and delta (A) efficiencies as a function 

of work rate are presented in Fip;ures 2A-2D. In all caf;c·~3 efficiency 

is seen to decrease as the result of incrcm;jng work rate. 'l'he 

work efficiencies (2A vertical, 2B horizontal) are w1deJy different 

at 250 k@111min., but show a tepdency to converge so that at 750 kvrl/min., 

there are only small, but significant, differences between the 

efficiencies of the horizontal and vertical work. Tndiv:i.dual F-tcst 

results indicate that the delta efficiencies for the two forms of 

work (2C vertical, 2D horizontal) are only significantly differ·ent 

at the 0-250 kgm/min. step. 

. ... 



Figure 3 

'!'-able 2 

Effects of speed on efficiency for work and delta efflciency 

definitions are given in Table 1. These data have been calculated 
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. 2 
as previously described for bicycle ergometer work (14). In every 

case the calculated efficiency is seen to decrease as the speed 

increases. This is illustrated in F'igure 3 where the data for 

both horizontal and vertical wor~ at 500k@n/m1n. are plotted. 

' Results of REANOVA indicate that within a definition (i.e.; either 

work or delta) there is no slgnificant difference between efficlencies 

of vertical and horizontal work at any speed or work rate. 

F..quations for thP curve~> dcscrlbing calor:tc_ cm;t ar~ <1 f'unct1on or 

work rat.e are presented in Table 2. Also presented are the instantaneous 

efficiencies derived.from these-~qU?tions and. the delta 

efficiencies f()r similar work rates. In most cast::s the instantaneous 

efficiencies, derived from curve analysis, are comparable tocthe 

'delta efficiencies. RF.ANOVA indicates no significant differences 

between efficiencies calculated by instantaneous and dcJta definittons. 
. . ' . . . 

Both the-delta and instantaneous efficiencies demonstrate decreasing 

values with inc,reasing work rate~ 

In Ji,igure 4 are presented the add1ti ve effects of combining 

both vertical, and horizontal work. Results of the combined work rate 

studies, when plotted as energy expended versus work rate, is seen to· 

be supe:rlmposable on the curve for hori::>;ontal work alone at the same speed. 

,..· 
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Discussion 

The results of this study clearly indicate exponential 

relationships when plotting energy expenditure as· a functionof 

speed or work rate during walking (Figure 5). With regard to the 

relationship between energy expenditure and speed of movement, the 

present results corroborate previous stud:ies usingboth level (1,2, 

3,4,15,16,21,23,29) and gradient walking (2,3,12,19). With regard 

to the relationship between energy expenditure·and external work 

rate, our present data support pr~vious results (2,3,20) describing 

an exponential rel~tionship between cn~~rgy expenditure and work. 

The present results ai·e, therefor•e, at var1ance with· those suggesting 

either a linear or complex, partly linear and partly exponential, 

relationship between energy expenditure and work during walking (g,15,22,25). 

'l'he above described relaUonships indicate exponentlal 1.y 

rising enere;y costs in .walking wi.th increases in speed or work rate. 

As previously po.inted out (14), thls dictates decreasing efficiency. 

In l<'igures 2A'-2D the data demonstrate this decrease in both delta 

and work efficiencies for increasin~ work rate under all conditions 

studied. ·However, ifwe consider the energy expenditure data in 

Jo"'igure 1 we find that except for• t11at portion between 0 and .250 k~min. , 

the curves descri.bing the relationship between energy expenditure 
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·and work rate are paralleL· These results indicate equivalent, 

muscular efficiencies for both vertical and horizontal work in the 

range of 250-'750 .kf:gTI/min. When: comparing delta ancl work efficienc;y 

calculations, only the delta efficiency calculation ylelds these 

results. The vv>rk efficieney calculation produces significantly 

different value;> between vertical and horizontal work because the 
. . '. 

baseline correcl:Lon factor for energy expenditure in the work 

efnciency definition remains constant. Thus the relatively greater 

ch'anges in . enc·lT.Y cost at higher work rates are aVE7raged iri with 

· · the lesser' ch:mges at lower work rates, 'resulting in innat·ed 

efficlenqy values 'at htg'.,her work rates. The delta definition~ 

therefore, p:r'ovides results more in agreement with those implicit 

in the steady~r·ate vo2 data. 

Under·experimenta\ conditions in which the energy expenditure 

rises exponcnU.ally with respect to increases in work rate the 

effic:i.ency sh0uld theoretically be constantly decreasing. For this 

situation the ir1stantaneous efftciency calculation has the· advantage 

of providing an efficiency estimate for any work rate selected . • 
However, the p:rimary disadvantage of this me~hod is that the 

effj:ciency is n~t deriyed directly fte>m the raw data (as with delta 

efficlencie~'3), but ratne:r from a curve of best flt to that data. 

J !; 

i; 

'' 
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Attempting to describe a curve by a least squares. fit analysis can 

result in predicted caloric costs and efficiency estimates at 

variance with the raw data. Perhaps the most accurate method of 

assessing muscular efficiency is to employ the delta definition 

along with nt@erous observations at not greatly different 

gradations in work rate. 

The decrease in efficiency with increasing speed, as 

demonstrated in Table 1, reflects the increasing energy cost of 

walking at any given external.work rate with an increase in speed. 

'l'o describe these phenomena the e~1.lcuJ at.i.on for efficiency required 

alteration2 as the standard work and delta definitions of efficiency . . . 

do .. not· take into account speed or changes in speed. However, 

it could be debated that an increase in speed really decreases efficiency. 

Figure 1 demonstrates that the curv'es desc_ribing the relationship 

between energy expenditure and work rate for both horizontal and 

vertical work are very close to parallel at all speeds. When 

. comparing any two speeds of ,a constant , external work rate the 

absolute caloric costs may differ, but with a change in work 

• rate the change in energy expended is.sindlar. In a sense the 

increased speed raises the energy of activation of bhe system, but 

added external work may .be performed with little change in 

efficiency. 'l'he effect of speed may, therefore be 
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to increase internal work. Ralston and co-workers (18,24) employing 

cabies attached to the body from sensor transducers, have established 

that most of the.work in level walking is involved in the changing 

acceleration of legs and torso along with the vertical lift of the 

torso. It·is probable that at faster speeds disproportionately more 

work i:s involved in accelerating the limbs and torso resulting in 

~ncreased energy expenditure. With increasing vmrk rate, force and 

speed, a shift f'rom red, slow twitch skeletal muscle fibers to the 

less efficient white, fast twitch fibers may also affect energy. 

It is interesting to note that while exponential relationships 

between energy expenditure and speed or work rate during walking 

have been realized for years, the obvious implications these 

observations have concerning muscular efficiency has received little 

attention. Though Bobbert(2) observed such exponential relationships 

he could not find a consistant decrease in absolute (work) 

efficiency. Bobbert did find an increase iri gross efficiency with 

an increase in work rate. However, recently it has been sho\'m ( 14) 

that this apparent increase in gross efficiency is an artifact of 

the mode of calculation. Perhaps Bobbert would have found a decrease 

in work efficiency had he kept the work rate constant for each subject 

instead of the gradjent whi.ch varjes the wor!{ rate according to the 

subject's body weight. other researchers (12,22,25) have apparently 
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been primarlly concerned with determining the overall mean efficiency 

for walkinr:;. Typically these investigations have measured the 

energy expenditure of a few subjects at numerous work rates and 

speeds, then cornp:iled the data to determine the mean efficiency 

along with a· range. Illustrative of this point is the study of 

&ni th ( 25) v1ho rep~)rted a mean value for efficiency .of 31. 3%W3, 

with a rC.J.nr:c· of ?~. 2% to 48. 7%W. While we obtained similar results 

(mean 32. 3%VJ, rc:tngc 13. 3 to 66. 6%vJ) our data demonstrate that this 

ranfr.e is not a r·andom one as it is often presented, but ordered 

in a decrca~s.lng; fa:>hion as the work rate is increased. As the 

effie:icilcy of walk'Lng is dependent upon the work rate, the determination 

of an overall rncan efficiency is of little value in attempti.ng to 

understand ITIL!Sculc-lr efficiency during walking. 

Both mcchanjcal and muscular factors may play important roles· 

in incPeasinr; the energy cost of walking as the work rate or speed 

rises. Dean (10) has susgested two mechanical considerations that 

mit:~ht infJuence energy expenditure as e;r'adient is increased. For 

level walking, a r:;iven energy expenditure. is required by the vertical 

oscillations of the body; these are diminished as the gradient increases. 

'l'he diminution is related to the fact that at steeper gradients the 

vertical lift is used to obtain height. The energy expenditure 

for walking at level or shallow gradients would then be somewhat 
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inflated, thereby elevating the lower part of the curve for caloric 

output and work, giving it an exponential shape. In efficiency 

calculations, where vertical oscillations are not considered in the 
.t' • 

external work accomplished, and where the calorJ_c cost of level 

walking serves as the-baseline correction for energy cxpend1ture, 

use of the 'inflated' baseline- determined during horizontal walking 

could r~sult in high .calculated values of efficiency at low worl{ 
' 

rates. 'I'hus, trye differences in efficiencies for horl~ontal (Figures 2A-2C) 

and vertical work (Figures 2B-2D) at lower work rates nny be . ' ( 

attributed to this baseline effect which would not affect the calculation 

of horizontal walking efficiency. In lt,igure 5 it can be seen that the 

i'O" work points are somewhat off the lines describine; the other mean 
. ~ . . . 

data points .. 

'l'o explain the exponential nature of the upper half of the 

curv~ of caloric output on work, Dean has suggested an increase in 

energy expended as the result of excessive lean to maintain balance 

at steeper grades. To support his argument he cites studies on miners 

ind1cating greatly reduced efficiency when leaning oyer while walking. 

This factor oftorso inclination might also be applied in explaining 

the exponential curve for horizontal workand energy expenditure, as 

, subjects continually leaned forward to compensate for increased masses 

of trailing weights. 
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In the present study it was observed that the relationship 

between energy expenditure and work rate was similar for both 

vertical (gradient) and horizontal (trailing weight) work. This · 

similarity is re.flected in the calculated efficiencies which are 

essentially identical for both types of work except at the lower 

work rates (Figures 2A-2D). The present results are not in agreement 

with those of a previous study by Pugh (22) comparing vertical 

(gradient) and horizontal (wind resistance) work. In his study it 

was shown that the relationship between energy expenditure and work 

rate vJas linear for ·horizontal while curvilinear and much steeper: 

for vertical work. Consequently Pugh obtained much hiv1er efficiencies 

for horizontal (43.7%\v) than for vertical work (33.4%\v). Pugh 

suggested that the observed discrepancies were a result of inherent 

differences in two types of exercise duringthe distributions of work 

in the various phases of walking. Our type of horizontal force 

(tralling weight) was different from his (wind resistance) allowing 

for the possibility that the anatomical distribution of horizontaL 

work was more like that ih vertical work in our comparison than in 

Pugh's. However, given his high mean efficiencies for walking (43.7%W) 

and running ( 69. O%W), it is possi.ble that he overestimated work 

accomplished against the wind. Not only did Pugh's estimation of 

woP!<. invo] vc lllllllt 'J'om1 calcul nti.nn~; b:Jscd on perhaps imperfect models 

- ... 

.. 
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but he did not account for the subjects leaning into the w:ind which 

he admits may _have reduced drag and increased lift, thereby 

reduc.inr; work. 

'l'he horh:ontal and vertical characters of work studied in. this 

investigation Dre apparently not only comparable in their effects oh 

ener'f:.Y expendi.tun: durjng walking, but the energy costs of the two 

type::; of worl< ace aL;o simply additive. In Figure 4 it is 

dcmom;trated th1t the combined work rate data are superJ.mposable on 

the eurvo for rloriz,,ntal wor·k alone at the same speed. Since the 

chanr;cs :in wod\ rateL; were accomplL;hed by increasing the horlzontal 

force, these results wciY-o anttcipated. Though it was not considered 

Jn this study) 1t 1vould be expected that were the trailing weight set 

and the gr-adient vacicd to change the work rate, the curve of this 

combined work would ::;uperimpose itself upon the curve for vertical 

work at the s~-une speed. 

Studies cr'lploy:i.he; gradj_ent work have typically shown that the 

efficiency of' runnjng is much higher than that for walking. 

Determiliatiom; of efTicj_enc;y usually produce efficiencies of about 

LIO%W or greater for running (19,22) and only about 30%W for walking 

(2,12,22,25). Pugh (22) demonstrated a similar difference for work 

against the wj nd thmlgh there rmy be some problems with his results 
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(vide supra). To our knowledge, the present investigation is the 

first study employing the trailing weight method of determining work 

for walking. The. trailing weight method has previously been used 

by I..J.oyd and Zacks (17) and Zacks (30) to determine the work efficiency 

of running, which they found to be about 35%W. In our study the meel!l 

efficiency as would be calculated by these other authors was. 32. 3%W. 

Obviously the large differences between running and walking noted 

in vertical work do not appear when the efficiencies are determined 

by tridling we1ghts. A possible explanation for this could be that 

the elastic Pccoil force that has bc~en proposed to cause the difference 

between running and walking up oad.icnt.s cannot be· utilized as 

efficiently to overcome a fur•ce directed in a horizontal direction 

as it is for vertical work. .Another possibility which must be seriously 

considered is the question of the validity of indirect, open-circuit 

calorimetry for running energy estimations. Even with fit individuals 

and relatively slow running speeds, the caloric output may be so high 

as to pr0~lude acceptance of the assumption that. all A'rP is supplied 

( L) · · r d 14c .. by resniration l! . I\ecent work utilizln[ ln use lactate 

(T.P. white and G.A. Brooks, tmpubllshed data) 11 indicates sjrnificant. 

lactate turnover not completely accounted for by oxidation at 

mild work rates which produce only small elevations in blood lactate 

concentration in running rat~;. Therefore, there exists the possibility 
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that vo2 does not account completely for energy turnover during 

running. In this way the excessively high efficiencies reported for 

running based upon vo2 . ' 
determinations may be explained. Total 

body efficienciP.s for running in the range of 40 to 60 percent (19,22) 

arc probably much too high to represent a reasonable product of 

ox:idati ve <:md 11eeh<:mical coupling efficiencies ( 14, ?8). 

The re:;ults of the present study are direct~~d towards a 

conclusion recently drawn by Tucker (26) concerningef'ficienc1es of 

cycling and walking. He contends that the reason people prefer tq 

bjcyclc~ from on..-: point to another :i.nstcnd of walldnp; is due to thP. 

t:t·cat.C'r> c~ff'.iei cncy ot' cycl.ing. 'L'uckcr pnJnt~:; 01...1L that in, tenus of' ' . 
·.; distance ·covt!l'0.d to energy expended, the bicycle :i.s mud·1 rmPe 

"efficient", and that this is due to the lower muscular efficiency 

( \vork aecompl i shed/enerf.,y ox pend eel) j n walkj n[;. '!lhHc we ar,ree fully 

wit.tt ttL; f:lr·:·.t p(Yint Unt cycl.inf_~ <1llnw:~ rnor·t~ di:~t.:uJC(' per· quanLity 

of' (~rl<-'J'[W cxpc:ncled, we mw>t cont(·:~t. hh>. a:,;~;umpUon that ttri~; :is the. 

result of a higher muscular ef'fic.i.ency in cycJ in[S. ln. Ji'.igures 6A artd 

6R eff.iciency data from our t:>tudy on walk:tng are plotted ae;ainst those 

obta:i.ned in this laborator·y using some of the same subjects while 

cycli.nc (Jll). lt i:-; ohv.iOll~.; Wftt·rt COII:;ji}(:J'lrt[~ fr'Jrr,ur·e 6 th:i.t at tno:;t. 

work rates the efficiency of walking is either equal to or'greater than 

that for cycling. These results are in, agreement with those of 
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Zacks (30) who determined .the efficiencies for cycling (26.l%W) 

and running ( 33. O%W) utilizing trailjng weights. Tucker (26) 

apparently erred in the manner in which he obtained his efficiencies 

for cycling and walking. For cycling he utHized a mean value 

obtained in previous studies on cycling efficJency. However,· instead 

of doing the same for walking, he attempted to derive the efficiency 

of walking based.upon a formula used to determine the work 

accohtplished by a flying anirrnl. In 'fucker' s calculation the only 

work component that appears re1evant to the walking or running 

aninnl i::> wind re;.:;istance, which is nq;ligible, resulting in the low 

calculated efficiencies, on the order o.f 0.02 -0.05%. \!.Jere he to 

have determined the· efficiency of cyelJng in the same· manner, 

'l'ucker most probably would have agatn obtaJncd low efficiencies. Those 

components in walking that account for most of the energy expended 

are.leg swinging, and horizontai and vertical oscillations of the 

body (10,18,24). Investigators using kinematic techniques have 

estimated these components and found net efficiencies to approximate 

23%N, which compare favorabJ.y with cycling (11~). 

If the muscular efficiency of wall<ing is equal to or· greater than 

cycling, it obviousJ.y cannot account for the greater distance covered 

by a bicycle for the same ener~~ cost. A better explanation for this 

phenomena would be tha.t for a given amount of work (work = force x 

... 

• 
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distance) the cyclist exerts less force and travels farther than the 

walker.t This is easily seen if we compare comfortable speeds of 

walkinL (4.5 km/hr) and cycling (60 rpm). For the walker this 

amounts to 75 m/min. In cycling, given a standard wheel diameter of 

27 inches and front to rear gear ratio of 2.6:1, the distance traveled 

at 60 :rpm would be 335.9 m/min. Therefore, at the same work rate 

a cyclist would travel about 4. 5 times as ·far as the walker. -

1~ough the cyclist and his vehicle weigh more than-the walker, less 

force is exerted by the cyclist.because, provided the surface is flat 

and hard, the major forces encountered are rolling friction and wind · 

resistance. l''r:ictional force in rolling vehicles such as a bicycle is 

only a small fraction of the force normal. In walking there are a 

nwnber of for·ces involved in the accelerations and decelerations 
I 

of the legs and torso, and also the vertical oscillations of the 

torso. Although the forces in walking are not as easily quantified 

as the frictional force for cycling, as a matter of deduction using 

the Newtonian definitio~ the greater distance traveled by the cyclist 

for a given energy expenditure·implies that the forces are greater 

in walking. 

In this paper, as in a previous-one on the same subject from 

this laboratory (14), we have used the term "steady-rate" ih 

preference to the more generally used "steady-state". In making 



this distinction we ~e neither casual in our terminology, nor 

different for the sake of being arguementative. Rather, oJ... 

contir.aing work on the subject of muscular efficiency has lead to 

22 

the conclusion that there are important conceptual differences between 

the terms. . As exercise starts, m-:my variables such as vo2 

heart rate, strokr~ volume, ventilation, local tissue temperatures, 

concentrations and pool sizes of' adenine nucleotides, substrates, 

ions, hormones, and other factors change and continue to remain in 

a dynamic flux fop the· cxePch>e and l'ecovery per1ods. Therefore, 

rather than character:izc our expcrlm.=:ntal condition as a "steady-state" 

we prefer to define our expc:c:imental condition in terms of the work 

rate. 'l'he observed "steady-rate" vo2 is then acknowledged to refer 

to the vo2 determined at a constant work rate, and no generalization 

about the organismal homeostasis is rr.ade. Furthermore, the term 

steady-rate acknowledges that open circuit, indirect calorimetry 

rna.y not adquatcly account for energy turnover during exercise. 

. '"' 
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Text Footnotes 

1. Definitions of Efficiency: 

delta efficiency = delta work accomplished = --~~~w~-- x 100 
delta energy expended .L:\ E 

work efficiency = work accomplished = w X 100 
iiM~~ea~~~gidw~~ El - Eu 

net efficiency = work accomplish8d = w _._;,;_ ___ 
energy expended above E . - r 

X 100 

that at rest 

instantaneous efficiency = (abebx)-l X 100 

Where W = caloric equivalent of external work performed; E = gross 

caloric output, including resting metabolism; r = resting caloric 

output; E
1 

= caloric output, loaded horizontal and gradient walldng; 

E = caloric output, unloaded, level walking; .A W = caloric equivalent 
u 

of increment in work performed above previous work rate; /j E ... = j_ncre-

ment in caloric output above that at previous "'·rorl~ :rate •. 

2. Sample calculations of the effect of speed on efficiencyusing work 

and ·delta efficiency definitions: 

Work efficiency at 500 kgm/min, ~-. 5 km/hr = 
Caloric equivalent of 500 kgm/min 

Caloric output at 500 kgm/min, 4.5 km/hr -
Caloric output at "0" kgm/min, 3.0 km/hr 

Delta efficiency at 500 kgm/min, 4.5 km/hr = 
Caloric equi Vdlent of 250 kgrn/min 

Caloric output at 500 kgm/min, 4.5 km/hr -
Caloric output at 250 kgm/min, 3.0 km/hr 

X 100 = 33.2% 

X 100 = 31.6% 

3. Postscripts ( fl, N, and W) are used to denote efficiency estimo.ten 

arrived at by delta, net and work definitions, respectively. 

4. D9.ta presented in the symposium, "Detection Of Anaerobic 

Metabolism During Exercise", at the twenty-third annual 

meeting of' the American College of Sports Medicine, Anaheim, 

California, May 6, 1976. 

24. 
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Method of Calculation 

Work (Vertical) 

Work (Horizontal) 

Delta (Vertical) 

Delta (Horizontal) 

Work (Vertica.l) 

Work {Horizontal) 
belta (Vertical} 

Delta (Horizontal) 

Work {verticDJ.) , 

Work (Horizontal) 
Delta (Vertical 

Deltn. {Horizontal} 

* Mean :1.- 1 standard error 

·-

r) 
:{,,' f~i 6 0 ~,~ 

~'\ 

'7 8 

Table 1: Ef'f'ects of' speed on work 

anddclta efficiency 

calculations. 

250 Kg•m/n in ~~ . 
3.0 Km/hr 4.5 Km/hr 

38.81J. ± L 72 * 25.77 ± l.lJ.Q 

31~.09 ± Ll.JO 24.79 ± 1.83 

25.77 ± 1.1~0 

211.79 ± 1.83 

500 ISg•m min 

35.24 :l- 0.97 27.22 ± 0.37 

~3.!J.8 ± L 76 25.47- ± 1.39 
21. 4'7 ± 1.18 

19.4.1+ ± l.OJ,. 

750 Kg•m/min 

29.86 :l- 0.59 26.08 ± 0.86 

27. '{1 :!: 0. 79 211.46 ± 1.03 
17.62 ± 0.87 -

16.02 ± 0.70 

27. 

6.0 Km[hr 

15.10 ± 0.63 

14.06 ± 0.85 

19.97 ± 1.06 

16.10 ± 1.06 

19.28 ± 0!65 -
.. 18.53 :1.- 0.90 

15.61 ± o.61J. 

14.41:!: 0.76 

19.26 ± 0.34 

18.68 ± 0.81+ 
12.24 ± 0.51 

. 

12 ; '{9 ± 1. 29 . 



Table 2: Equatio::J.s of the general for:n. y=aebx fo~ describing the relationshi? betw·een caloric· cost and work rate.* 
-'>:-'.!... 
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delta e::iciency esti~ates. 

Condition 

Horizontal 
walking at 
3.0 km/hr 

(Hl) 

Horizontal 
wa.J.king at 
4.5 km/hr 

(H2) 

Horizontal 
walking at 
6.0 km/hr 

. (H3) 

Grade (vertical) 
walking at 
3.0 km/hr 

(Vl) 

Grade (vertical) 
walking at 
4.5 km/hr 

(V2) 

Grade (vertical) 
walking at 
6.0 km/hr 

(V3) 

Equation for 
the eurve 

y kcal/minl + 

3.630e.0013x 

4 .l99e. oo13x 

5.765e'OOllx 

3.316e'0014x 

4.180e'0012x 

5.679e'0010x 

Equation for 
the Curve 

++ 
--'. --- --- ----

3.630e •580x 

4.199e·555x 

6 
.474x 

5.7 5e 

3 • 316e_ • 590x 

4.18oe· 50lx 

5.679e' 439x 

vlork Rate 

-- -- -

125 

375 

625 

125 

375 

625 

125 

375 

625. 

125 

375 

625 

125 

375 

,·_ 625 

125 

375 
625 

---~--

* Equations based upon· a least squares best fit analysis. 
** LJ.stantaneous efficiency = (abe bx) -l. . 

Instantaneous 
Efficiency 

. 
40.1 

28.5 

20.3 

36.5 

26.3 

19~0 

' 
' 31.8 

24.1 

18.3 

43.0 

30.4 

21.5 

41.2 

30.7 

22.9 

35.3 

27.3 

21.1 

·' 

Work Rate 

-- ---

0-250 

250-500 

500-750 

0-250 

250-500 

500-750 

0-250. 

250-500 

500-750 

0-250 

250-500 

500-750 

0-250 

250-500 

500-750 

0-250 

.250:..500 

500-750 

Delta 
Efficiency 

. 

34.1 

31.3 

21.4 

35.2· 

24.9 

23.1 

29.1 

27.7 

i9.6 

38.8 

31.6 

23.4 

43.0 

29.8 

24.6 

43.9 

27.0 

20.6 

+ Tne curve produced is a plot of caloric cost (y) in kcal/ri'.in against external work (x) in kgm/min. 
++ Tl1e curve prod.uced is a plot of caloric cost (y) in l\:cal/riin against external work (x) in kcal/min • 

''/ • c • , 

' 

' 
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Legends 

Figure 1: ·Effects of work rate and speed. on energy expenditure 

(X± S.E.) of 9 male subjects during steady-rate.walking exercise. 

In all cases there is an exponential increase in caloric outpu~ 

with increasing work rate and speed inclicating decreasing efficien-
·.' 

cies. Note that above "zero" work rate the absolute caloric cost 

of horizontal work is slightly (and significantly) greater than 

that of vertical work. 'l'lw equationi:l coriltmt()d for the curves indicate 

that at any given speed the slopes for vertical and horizontal--work 

are essentially the same. 

Figure 2: 
I I I I 

Effects of work rate on worl~. (2A,2J3) and delta (2C,2D) 

efficiencies (X ± S.E.) for 9 male subjects dm·ing steady-rate 

walking exercise at 3~0, 4.) and 6.0 l;:.rn/hr. Both efficiency cal-

culations demohstrate decrcasinc; e:f.'ficiencies with increments in 

work rate. 'l'he curves for horizcmta.l l·rork (?.A,2C) appear to be 

steeper than those of vertict·d (:.!.B,2D) clue to the very high effi

ciencies found at vertica..l 1.-mrk np to 250 kgm/min. The work effi

ciency plots are legs negative in [;lope <lue to the averaging out 

effect of the work efficiency calculatjon. 

Figure 3: Effects of .. speed on delta and 1vork efficiencies (X± S.E.) 

fo~ 9 male subjects during steady-rate vm.Ddng exercise at 500 kgmjmin. 

Both definitions result in dccreas:ing efficiency w-lth increments in 

speed. 

Figure 4:. Caloric cost of combined .work loads as effected by work 

rate is plotted against horj.zontal and vertical work at the same 

walking speed ( 4. 5 km/hr). Note that the combined work curve super

imposes itself on the curve dCJ1ict:Lng horizontal work alone at the 

same speed.· 

Figure 5: Semi-log plot of the effects of work rate and speed on 

energy expenditure of 9 male subjects during steady rate walking 

exercise. 

Figure 6: -Effects of work rate on mean delta (6A) and work (6B) 

efficiencies for both cycll.nc and v;aJJdnt.;. Data on cycling from 

Gaesser and Brooks (14) usli1g some of the same subjects. Note that 

most of the efficiencies for walkli1g are equal to or greater than 

those of cycling. 
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H3; Horizontal at 6.0 Km/hr 

v3, .Vertical at 6.0 Km/hr 

H2• Horizontal at 4.5 Km/hr 
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